A Modified Neural Network system based on Morphological operations for detection of images with variation in Gray level intensity and facial expressions
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Abstract:  We introduce an algorithm based on the morphological shared-weight neural network. Which extract the features and then classify them. This type of network can work effectively, even if the gray level intensity and facial expression of the images are varied. The images are processed by a morphological shared weight neural network to detect and extract the features of face images. For the detection of the edges of the image we are using sobel operator. We are using back propagation algorithm for the purpose of learning and training of the neural network system. Being nonlinear and translation-invariant, the morphological operations can be used to create better generalization during face recognition. Feature extraction is performed on grayscale images using hit-miss transforms that are independent of gray-level shifts. The recognition efficiency of this modified network is about 98%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we present an MSNN-based face recognition system for recognizing front-view face images [1]. The standard backpropagation algorithm is re-designed to simultaneously perform hit-miss transformation, train, and classify features within the same iteration. The recognized image is determined by the corresponding output value that lies within a certain threshold. In its initial stage, the MSNN performs a combination of grayscale erosion and dilation known as the hit-miss transform [10]. Each input image is eroded by a hit structuring element and dilated by a miss structuring element separately. Both outputs are then subtracted to derive their overlapping difference. The result from this process forms the feature map, which becomes the direct input to a backpropagation network. The MSNN can have one or more layers, and each layer can also have one or more feature maps.

The output of the MSNN is interpreted through a clustering algorithm that associates groups of pixels and determines their centroids, resulting in the coordinates of possible faces in the input image. Each possible face is extracted from the input image, the average pixel value is adjusted to compensate for lighting conditions, and the resulting image is compared to the database images. Based on the comparisons with the database images, the face candidates are either labeled or discarded, and the results are superimposed on the original captured image. The following subsections describe each system component in more details. The paper is not just about being able to generalize facial expressions, orientations, and occlusions. Any healthy neural network has no problem with that. We aim for a more robust network. Criteria for evaluation mainly include the ability to generalize results to accommodate changes in gray-level intensity and noise.  

Edge detection is a fundamental tool used in most image processing applications to obtain information from the frames as a precursor step to feature extraction and object segmentation. This process detects outlines of an object and boundaries between objects and the background in the image. Morphological edge detection algorithm selects appropriate structuring element of the processed image makes use of the basic theory of morphology including erosion, dilation, opening and closing. Operation and synthesisation operations of them get clear image edge [5]. The effect of erosion and dilation operations is better for image edge by performing the difference between processed image and original image, but they are worse for noise filtering. As opposed to erosion and dilation, opening and closing operations are better for filtering. The classical operator such as Sobel and Prewitt which uses first derivative has very simple calculation to detect the edges and their orientations but has inaccurate detection sensitivity in case of noise.

The MSNN was trained using the “Olivetti” data set which has been used by many researchers to train their face detection systems. It contains face images taken at the Olivetti Research Laboratory in Cambridge, UK. There are 10 different images of 40 distinct subjects (a total of 400 face images). For some of the subjects, the images were taken at different times, varying lighting conditions, facial expressions (open/closed eyes, smiling/non-smiling) and facial details (glasses/no glasses). All the images are taken
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against a dark homogeneous background and the subjects are in up-right, frontal position. The background data set consists of 200 images of natural scenes that do not include any human faces.

II. MORPHOLOGY SHARED WEIGHT NEURAL NETWORK

The word morphology commonly denotes a branch of biology that deals with the form and structure of animals and plants. We use the same word here in the context of mathematical morphology as a tool for extracting image component that are useful in the representation and description of region shape, such as boundaries, skeletons and the convex hull.

Initially developed for automatic target recognition, MSNN was created by modifying the shared-weight neural network (SSNN) [2]. SSNN’s feature extraction layer performs linear convolutions on inputs instead of nonlinear convolutions. The MSNN implements mathematical morphology, which involves the erosion and dilation of an image by probing with neighborhood sets called structuring elements.

Fig.1 MSNN Architecture

The MSNN is composed of two stages: a feature extraction stage followed by a classification stage. The feature extraction stage can have one or more layers and each layer can have one or more feature maps. Each layer in this stage performs feature extraction using the morphological operation of gray-scale hit-miss transform with a pair of structuring elements. The output of the feature maps can be sub-sampled, which results in smaller size feature maps in the next higher layer. The output of the highest feature layer provides the input for the classification stage which is a standard feed-forward neural network (Figure 2). The structuring elements of the network are learned using a gradient descent method.

III. MORPHOLOGY OPERATIONS

Morphological operations [10] are nonlinear mask operations that can detect shapes. The word morphology refers to form and structure, but in digital image processing, it refers to the shape of a region. Mathematical morphology is mainly based on set theory. It is about adding or removing pixels from a binary image according to certain rules depending on neighborhood patterns. Dilation, erosion, closing, and opening are the more common morphological operations. As the names indicate, a dilation operation enlarges a region, while erosion makes it smaller.

A. Erosion

Let \( B_x \) denote the translation of \( B \) so that its origin is located at \( x \). The erosion of \( X \) by \( B \) is defined as the set of all points \( x \) such that \( B_x \) is included in \( X \) [10]:

\[
X \ominus B = \{ x | B_x \subseteq X \}
\]

At each position where every 1-pixel of the structuring element \( B \) covers a 1-pixel of the binary image \( X \), the binary image pixel corresponding to the origin of the structuring element is ORed to the output image. An eroded sample image is given in Fig.2.

![Fig. 2 output images of erosion and dilation (SE = 'Disk', 3x3)](image)

B. Dilation

Let \( B_x \) denote the translation of \( B \) so that its origin is located at \( x \). The dilation of \( X \) by \( B \) is defined as the set of all points \( x \) such that \( B_x \) hits \( X \) – that is, they have a non-empty intersection.

\[
X \oplus B = \{ x | B_x \cap X \neq \emptyset \}
\]

Each time the origin of the structuring element \( B \) touches a binary 1-pixel \( X \), the entire translated structuring element shape is ORed to the output image which has been initialized to all zeros. A dilated sample image is given above.

C. Image Resizing and Pixel Arrangement

The original ORL images are 112 by 92 pixels in dimension, which means each has a total pixel size of
10304 if we place them in a single array row. This size is not efficient for normal training, especially when we have large training sets. To avoid increased computation and long training times, it is necessary to resize the face images. Our images are therefore resized to 30×30 pixels immediately after they have passed through the hit and miss kernels - that is, before entering the classification stage. The procedure reads in images from data base, resizes them, and organizes every image into rows. Since each subject has an equal number of 4 face images in the training set and the test set, their input dimension to the MSNN is the same: 4 rows×900 columns pixel units. Each subject is trained individually.

IV. EDGE DETECTION

Edge detection is a critical element in image processing, since edges contain a major function of image information. The function of edge detection is to identify the boundaries of homogeneous regions in an image based on properties such as intensity and texture. Many edge detection algorithms have been developed based on computation of the intensity gradient vector, which, in general, is sensitive to noise in the image. The classical operator such as Sobel, and Prewitt [4] which uses first derivative has very simple calculation to detect the edges and their orientations.

![Fig.3 output image of sobel edge detector](image)

V. GRAY SCALE MORPHOLOGY

The concept of grayscale morphology is almost the same as that of binary morphology. Binary operations use logical 1 and 0, while grayscale operations use unsigned 8-bit integers from 0 to 255. This concept is thus carried forward to the grayscale hit-miss transform, which is a combination of both:

\[ f(h, m) = (f \Theta h) - (f \Theta m^*) \]

It measures how the structuring element h fits under the image f as well as how the structuring element m fits above f. Such a combination gives the hit-miss transform a shift-invariant property.

Hit-Miss Theorem: Let \( \varepsilon \) be the subtracted and added set of pixels for the eroded and dilated f respectively. Assuming that h and m have the same shape as f,

for \( \varepsilon > 0 \), \( h(x) = f(x) - \varepsilon \), and \( m^*(x) = f(x) + \varepsilon \)

Since the structuring elements match the shape of f on the image, the hit-miss transform produces a peak. We should get a difference value that is very close to the width of the fitting boundary ± \( \varepsilon \)

Shift Invariance Theorem: Let \( \lambda \) be the shift value by which f is shifted.

\[ f(h, m) = (f + \lambda), (h, m) \]

The hit-miss transform is invariant to shifts in grayscale because morphology is a set operation. The structuring element looks for sets that fit its own set.

VI. BACK PROPAGATION

Standard backpropagation uses the gradient descent algorithm (also known as the steepest descent) which is based on error correction. The algorithm is a nonlinear extension of the least mean square algorithm that is used to train multilayer networks with the same or different transfer functions. The difference between least mean square and backpropagation is the way in which these derivatives are evaluated. The backpropagation algorithm minimizes the performance index by recursively adjusting the complex weights of multilayer perceptrons. The gradient vector is calculated in the direction opposite to the flow of the output of each node. The backpropagation learning rule consists of two passes in every layer of the neural network – a feedforward and a backward pass.

A. Inputs and Outputs

The training set must contain enough information to reveal the mapping structure. Its size depends on the user’s decision on the number of inputs, hidden neurons, and output neurons. The number of inputs is usually determined by the dimension or the size of the data to be classified. The size of an input vector often corresponds to the number of features extracted from the previous stage. The number of output neurons is generally less than the input size. Training examples presented to the network should be randomized from one epoch to another for faster convergence.
B. Validation Set

We also keep a validation set of images to choose the network that trains and generalizes best. Training error is monitored with respect to both the training set and the validation set. The network that is most likely to generalize correctly to unseen data is the network with the lowest error over the validation set. It can also be used to determine the number of epochs that produces the lowest error over the validation, since this is the best indicator of network performance over unseen examples. Two copies of network weights should be kept: one for training, while the other stores the best-performing weights so far.

VII. OUTPUT IMAGES OF VARIATION IN GRAY LEVEL INTENSITY AND FACIAL EXPRESSION

Grayscale shifting is performed by altering pixel intensity. Normally, we use the MATLAB function imadjust to adjust the brightness or contrast of an image. To demonstrate invariance to gray-level shifts, all the images were gray-level shifted as shown in fig.5 and we trained the system using the MSNN and the standard backpropagation network. For the intensity value [0.1 0.4] [0.1 0.9], both networks can detect the images, and achieved perfect recognition. However, beyond this intensity, the backpropagation network behaved erratically, sometimes failing to converge. It never achieved 100% recognition. The backpropagation algorithm is also unable to handle images that are too bright. The brightest intensity it cannot handle perfectly is [0.6 0.9] [0.86 0.9]. Whereas MSNN can achieved 100% recognition. In fig.6 when we train the MSNN with the variation in gray level intensity and facial expression of the 40 images where each image have 10 sets with variation in gray level intensity and facial expression. First we trained and then we test the MSNN for these images after that MSNN can able to detect them accordingly. Suppose we want to detect image no. 20 by MSNN then we put 20 in the command window as a input test image, then the MSNN search out the best matched image in all the trained set of images and provide the desired output.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper indicates that the MSNN is a robust classifier which can generalize better than the normal multilayer network. The results also prove that information or structures extracted by morphological operations are translation invariant. The MSNN is independent of shifts in gray level. It showed excellent performance under
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